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IN TOUCH – Happy Birthday Talking Books!
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White
The RNIB Talking Book service celebrates its 80th birthday; this is how they sounded in those early days. 

Clip
The Murder of Roger Ackroyd
By Agatha Christie
Recorded for the sole use of the blind by the Sound Recording Board, 224 Great Portland Street, London, England.

By kind permission of the author and the publishers, Messrs William Collins Sons and Company Ltd.  Ready by Laidman Browne.

Chapter one
Dr Shepherd at the breakfast table.
Mrs Farrers died on the night of the 16th, 17th September, a Thursday.

White
A classic 1930s Agatha Christie murder mystery, read in the unmistakeable tones of an old-style actor-laddie.  A bit different now, although the principle's still the same - good stories, read well.  

Clip
Late one July evening in 1994 Red and Abbie Whitshank had a phone call from their son Denny.  They were getting ready for bed at the time.  Abbie was standing at the bureau in her slip, drawing hair pins one by one from her scattery sand coloured top knot.  Red, a dark gaunt man in stripped pyjama bottoms and a white t-shirt, had just sat down on the edge of the bed to take his socks off.  So when the phone rang on the night-stand beside him he was the one who answered.  

White
From American author Ann Tyler's shortlisted Booker Prize novel, A Spool of Blue Thread. 

And the service has changed as radically as the style over the years. Those early books were produced on 78- rpm gramophone records.  They moved on to purpose-built, multi-track players, a bit clunky, but they did the job.  And now most readers get their books on CDs, although increasingly more technically advanced readers are moving on to memory sticks, or downloading books to be listened to on PCs, smartphones or tablets. 

At its height the service had more than 70,000 regular readers, but that figure has now dropped as low as 30,000, which is why we're in the middle of a major rethink of how the service should be run, and who it’s meant to serve.  And that’s also why we're devoting this programme on its anniversary to putting your and our questions to Neil Heslop, managing director of RNIB Solutions.  He has the responsibility of driving that rethink. 

But before the questions, as is the way with birthday parties, Neil wanted to hand out some presents. 

Heslop
Firstly we’ve taken the very important step to from hence forth make the entirety of the RNIB library – and of course that includes the Talking Book Service – completely free to qualified blind and partially sighted users.  And then combined with that we’ve teamed up with one of the leading publishers to begin a partnership that offers us the prospect of solving one of the greatest frustrations for blind readers and that’s the delay between mainstream publication and availability of books in accessible formats.  And I’m absolutely thrilled that Harper Collins have agreed to partner with us all of their titles in the future in accessible formats.

White
Can I talk to you a bit more though about making your service free and dig around in what exactly that means?  Many people have their subscriptions paid by their local authorities, so does this extend to that, do you mean that nobody now is paying, including local authorities?

Heslop
That’s correct.

White
And why have you done that because my maths says that at 30,000, which is your membership, £50 is a million and a half and in a time of fairly straitened circumstances for charities I would be quite interested to know how you can do that.

Heslop
Well you’re absolutely right, it’s a very big change and an important move.  But our overriding objective within RNIB Solutions is to make more content available to more people more quickly on the same terms as their sighted peers.

White
And what about the new service you started last year – Overdrive – which enables members to download Talking Books so that they can use them more flexibly on other bits of equipment, is that free as well?

Heslop
Yes it is.  

White
So the whole thing?

Heslop
The whole shooting match.

White
Okay.  We’ll return to Overdrive a bit later if we may because we’ve had some listener questions about that.  But why have you done this at this particular time and in this particular way?

Heslop
If you think about the cost of the RNIB Talking Book service historically pretty much it costs us about £5 million on an annual basis and historically in times gone by pretty much all of that funding came from local authorities.  It won’t have escaped anybody that the public finance environment, against which we’re operating, has been in radical change for many years and over the course of the last five or 10 years instead of local authorities funding all of the costs of the Talking Book Service 75% of the cost of it has been cut.

White
But aren’t you letting local authorities off the hook actually because the argument has always been that local authorities fund library services to their sighted residents out of council tax, visually impaired people find it more difficult to access those services, although they pay council tax too, isn’t it only fair that local authorities should contribute?

Helsop
We’re a rights based organisation but the practical reality that we face is that irrespective of our campaigning position – and that is not changing – we still believe that local authorities should stand up to their obligation – our problem and our challenge is that local authorities have not been funding all provision, many have withdrawn from the service and those that have not withdrawn from the service they’ve been allowing it to whither on the vine by not promoting it to new users.

White
So are the local authorities then just saving thousands of pounds that they might otherwise have spent on visually impaired people?

Helsop
I think the bad ones have the opportunity to do that.  What I’m encouraged by is that we are in discussion with a number of local authorities about opportunities for them to redirect funds that they would have spent on content in order to fund devices upon which their end users can consume our content.  And clearly that’s something that we’re very, very anxious to encourage them to do.

White
So what are we talking about here, are we talking about CD players – things to play your talking book on?

Helsop
Exactly.  Up from the bottom end a boom box USB to a high end Daisy CD player and all devices in between.

White
Has anyone actually agreed to do that yet?

Heslop
Two local authorities have in principle indicated their willingness to do so.  I’m not able to tell you who they are.  But they represent 400 and 800 users respectively.

White
And the last time you were on you talked about falling numbers, are those numbers of users are they still falling?

Heslop
In terms of pure talking books they have been falling modestly, the rate of decline has stabilised and actually flattened out.  The overarching numbers of our customer numbers are actually now growing.

White
So is it your hope that by doing this more people will use the service because this is important to you in terms of reputation isn’t it, it is a flagship service.  I can remember when the numbers were up around 70,000, they’re now 30,000.

Heslop
I think that’s right but I think it’s important to look at the entirety of our customer groups.  Yes Talking Books parts of our customer base has declined but also our Load to Learn service, where we’re delivering content to children has pretty much doubled over the course of the last 12 months, in terms of the number of individuals we’re supporting in the education environment.

White
Let me ask you about the other bit of the news – the relationship with Harper Collins – what does that mean?

Heslop
Fundamentally Harper Collins are making the commitment that in the future their publications on the day of publication will be made available in accessible format.  

White
So that’s made available – will that mean that you will be tending therefore if you’ve got this relationship to use more of their books?

Heslop
Not to the exclusion of others.  We partner with all publishers, our job is not to make choices about what people can read, our job is to create an ecosystem in which people can read what they want, when they want, how they want it.  But will it mean more books?  Absolutely.  Part of our thinking is, albeit that the service has been in place for 80 years and we’re terribly, terribly proud of it, the reality is there are still only 23,000 talking books available.  So our whole strategy is about how do we leapfrog to get to that vision where people can read anything they want in the form that they want pretty much immediately.

White
Can I ask you specifically about Overdrive?  Now that’s the system that allows people to download titles to play when and where they like on a range of equipment – PCs, smartphones, tablets.  We’ve had specific questions about this and we’ve also noticed quite a lot of discussion going on about it on a Talking Book users’ forum.  Just to give you an example.  Yusuf Osman’s question encapsulates a lot of what we’re hearing.  He asks: “Does the Overdrive library offer precisely the same material as the traditional Talking Book library provided on CD or USB…” Memory sticks in other words.  He says, “I understand that some books haven’t been made available through Overdrive, including some recently added titles due to copyright reasons.”

Heslop
Yeah and I think it’s a very valid point.  And there is a slight difference between the two collections and what we set out to do with RNIB Overdrive and with USB sticks was to offer greater choice, we wanted to make the library holdings absolutely identical.

White
But they’re not.

Heslop
They’re not currently.  The practical reality is we’ve gone from no books available digitally for the library to round about 20,000.  We have in CD and USB between 23 and 24,000 books, so there’s a difference of 3-4,000 titles.

White
Can I just tell you what he goes on to say because I think it leads to what you’re saying?  He goes on to ask:  “If it’s the case that Overdrive users can access fewer books why not give us access to the traditional Talking Book library as well?”

Heslop
As part of the changes that I have just described we are making that possible for people.  I think it’s worth painting a little bit of a picture about why we partnered with Overdrive and the basis upon which we did it.  Our organisation for nine years had had various attempts to implement its own technology around digital downloads and frankly had struggled to find a way to deliver that effectively.  What we did, 18 months ago, was to say how can we come at this more creatively and partner with an organisation on a cost effective basis that provides us with the expertise to deliver the end service?  So we always recognised that RNIB Overdrive was not for everybody and not perfect but it felt like a really important innovation.  Twelve months on here we are and a thousand books are downloaded a week.  So we felt…

White
But people are still telling us that they are having problems and they are wondering why you’ve got an off shelf system, which is really for mainstream libraries, I think, that’s what it was really designed for, instead of a tailor-made one for visually impaired people.

Heslop
Well the tailor-made one for visually impaired people would have required me to go to the organisation and ask for a large capital investment in order that our internal IT colleagues could then build one.  The creative deal that we did with Overdrive allowed us to get to this service that we have for an annual cost of less than £50,000 a year.

White
So are these problems going to be solved because that’s what people are still – they’re still saying quite skilled operators are still having problems?

Heslop
Yeah and I accept that and the difference between what’s available digitally and on CD will be closed very substantially when we ingest up to another 3-4,000 titles that have been recorded by us – for us by volunteers.  So the gap will be closed very, very materially.  However, there will always be hopefully a short period of time, between six and eight weeks, where it takes us that time through our arrangements with Overdrive to ingest on to their system new titles to the library.  And you mentioned copyright – we partner with all publishers ubiquitously, some of those publishing organisations, for their own business reasons, choose not to agree to their works being held on the Overdrive platform.  I’m delighted to say they’re in the minority and it’s very, very small but there will be a delta between the two.

White
And on a related matter, which is still about websites, people have also complained about difficulties in using your full Talking Book catalogue online.  A lot of people say it’s not that easy to negotiate.  Henry Miller, for instance, from Cumbria who says – too many things which need you to click on to them, too much clutter on the page and he thinks it’s a poorly designed site for visually impaired people.

Heslop
Well I’m not sure I would accept that it’s a poorly designed site, equally it would be wrong of me to pretend that it’s perfect.  We continually seek to make improvements.  One of our challenges is that a number of our customers out there are using very old technology.

White
So what would you say to Henry, trying to manage his Talking Book library, get his books, be independent?

Heslop
I would say call upon the support resources that are available to you through our helpline.  We are making continual improvements, we are working with our partner that sits behind the rniblibrary.com site Infor and I think most people would acknowledge that since we brought the system in about six months ago there have been iterative improvements.  Now I’m not sat here saying that we’ve magically fixed all the problems but the judgement that we constantly have to make is where do we draw the line, do we wait until we have 100% of nothing or are we happy to move forward for many customers with 50 or 80% of something?

White
Two more quick points.  Older people saying I can’t use computers, we’ve got one saying I greatly enjoy audio books but all this talk of even memory sticks and downloading that’s not how I’m going to access it and I think these people are worried that they will get lost.

Heslop
And I understand that concern.  There are parts of our community who are completely tech savvy.  There are other groups who worry about being excluded from those opportunities.  And we’re concerned about that too.  We think the opportunities could overwhelm the threats.  I and colleagues went to the Big Lottery last year and secured £5.8 million of Big Lottery funding in order to fund a three year programme called Online Today where we are specifically focusing our attention on supporting 125,000 blind and partially sighted people who feel like that, who are edging their way into technology, a bit intimidated by it.  And that’s a very serious and substantive effort on our part to acknowledge that part of the community’s needs.

White
I mean one of the things that was said in one of those emails to us was the worry that things will stop appearing in easy to use methods like on CDs – is there any fear of that?

Heslop
No.  For us we know that the vast majority of people consuming our service are doing so on CDs – 90% of Talking Books users are consuming their books on CD.  So CDs will be with us for a very, very long time.  Can I sit here and say that they’ll be with us forever?  Well I don’t think anyone would believe me if I said that.

White
One final question which is about the future – when Talking Books started 80 years ago as far as Talking Books were concerned the RNIB was the only game in town, it’s very different now, there are other charities running audio book services, commercial audio book services online, operations like Kindle, people scan their own books to read by speech or Braille.  Are we actually nearing a time when a specialised service, like the RNIB’s, won’t be needed?

Heslop
I would dearly hope to believe that that was the case.

White
You’d like that to be the case?

Heslop
Well philosophically I’m interested in a world where I as a blind person and everyone suffering sight loss receives complete equality of access.  I am sceptical as to how close that is.  I think there’s a huge amount of work that needs to get us there and in the meantime what we have to do is to creatively, innovatively and cost effectively build a world that provides choice to people.  And what that choice needs to be is to enable them to do what they need to do – how they do it, who does it I don’t really care.

White
Neil Heslop.

And as we know answers provoke more questions.  If you’ve got comments or queries following that we’d like to hear them.  You can call our actionline on 0800 044 044 for 24 hours after the programme, you can email intouch@bbc.co.uk or go to our website from where you can download tonight’s programme and arrange to receive future editions.  From me, Peter White, producer Siobhann Tighe and the team, goodbye.

